
12.1 Introduction
How a material respond to the application of an electric field
Electrical resistance (by electrons)
Electron energy band structure of the material
Metals, semiconductors and insulators
Dielectric characteristics of insulating materials
Ferroelectricity and piezoelectricity

For semiconductors, how is conductivity affected by impurities 
(doping) and T?
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CHAPTER 12:
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
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•  Scanning electron microscope images of an IC:

•  A dot map showing location of Si (a semiconductor):
--Si shows up as light regions.

•  A dot map showing location of Al (a conductor):
--Al shows up as light regions.

0.5mm45µm

Al

Si 
(doped)

Fig. (a), (b), (c) from Fig. 18.0, 
Callister 6e.

Fig. (d) from Fig. 18.25, Callister 6e. (Fig. 18.25 is 
courtesy Nick Gonzales, National Semiconductor Corp., 
West Jordan, UT.)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

VIEW OF AN INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
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• 12.2  Ohm's Law: V = I R  in most cases V = ∆V = V2 – V1

voltage drop (volts) resistance (Ohms)
current (amps)

•  Resistivity, ρ and Conductivity, σ:
--geometry-independent forms of Ohm's Law

  
∆V
L

=
I
A

ρE: electric
field
intensity

resistivity
(Ohm-m)

J: current density

  
σ =

I
ρ

conductivity
•  Resistance:

  
R =

ρL
A

=
L

Aσ

I. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION
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•  Room T values (Ohm-m) -1

Selected values from Tables 18.1, 18.2, and 18.3, Callister 6e.

12.3 Electrical Conductivity
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•  Problem 12.2, p. 524, Callister 2e:

What is the minimum diameter (D) of the wire so that
∆V < 1.5V?

  
R =

L
Aσ

=
∆V
I

< 1.5V

2.5A

6.07 x 10   (Ohm-m)
7 -1

  
πD2

4

100m

Solve to get D > 1.88 mm

EX:  CONDUCTIVITY PROBLEM



12.4 Electronic and Ionic Conduction

Electronic conduction (by electrons)

Ionic materials, ionic donduction 
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•  Metals:
-- Thermal energy puts

many electrons into
a higher energy state.

•  Energy States:
-- the cases below

for metals show
that nearby
energy states
are accessible
by thermal
fluctuations.

12.5 Energy Band Structure in Solids
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•  Insulators:
--Higher energy states not

accessible due to gap.

•  Semiconductors:
--Higher energy states

separated by a smaller gap.

ENERGY STATES:  INSULATORS 
AND SEMICONDUCTORS
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12.6 Conduction in Terms of Band and Atomic Bonding Models

Metallic character
Excitation barrier is much smaller than heat (RT), noise or any background 
excitations.  Practically anything excite electrons to the conduction band
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An intrinsic semiconductor has a band gap or barrier for the electrons to get 
into the conduction band
This barrier need a photon excitation, an external bias potential
Usually RT cannot excite the electron to the conduction band.
For instance, a photon of light ~4eV
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Scattering Events
Electric field drifts electrons in the 
opposite direction to the field
b/c electrons are –ve

The actual speed of electrons is 
much higher than the drift velocity

Scattering is due to the strike with 
the nuclei

When the actual velocity of the 
electrons is similar to the drift 
velocity, the system is in the ballistic 
regime

In the ballistic regime there is 
practically no barrier for the electrons

Examples: in vacuum tubes, ~in 
carbon nanotubes (CNT), 
superconductors*

J = σE

E
d

e
υ

µ =

12.7 Electron Mobility



•  Imperfections increase resistivity
--grain boundaries
--dislocations
--impurity atoms
--vacancies
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These scatter
electrons from a less direct path.

•  Resistivity
increases with:
--temperature
--impurity
--deformation

ndeformatio

impurity

thermal

ρ

ρ
ρρ

+

+
=

Adapted from Fig. 18.8, Callister 6e.  (Fig. 18.8 adapted from J.O. 
Linde, Ann. Physik 5, p. 219 (1932); and C.A. Wert and R.M. 
Thomson, Physics of Solids, 2nd ed., McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
New York, 1970.)

12.8 Electrical Resistivity of Metals
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σ = l
RA
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Impurities increase 
scattering probabilities 
exponentially with 
concentration

Deformation also 
increase scattering 
probabilities but to a 
lesser degree

The more scattering the 
larger the resistivity
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  ρ = 30x10−8 Ohm − m

  
σ =

1
ρ

= 3.3x106 (Ohm −m)−1

Adapted from Fig. 
18.9, Callister 6e.

Adapted from Fig. 
7.14(b), Callister 6e.

EX:  ESTIMATING CONDUCTIVITY
Question:  Estimate the electrical conductivity of a Cu-Ni alloy that has a yield 
strength of 125MPa.
Solution: The yield strength give us directly the concentration and then the 
concentration yields the resistivity
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Resistivity reaches saturation

Linear relation at small concentrations

lRA /=ρ

Influence of Ni impurity on the resistivity of Cu
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σ = l
RA

Aluminum Electrical Wires



COPALUM connector device that is used in 
aluminum wire electrical circuits.

Two copper wire-aluminum 
wire junctions (in a junction 
box) that experienced 
excessive heating



12.10 Intrinsic Semiconduction

II. SEMICONDUCTIVITY
Conductivity of semiconducting materials is lower than from metals
Sensitive to minute concentrations of impurities
Intrinsic: pure material
Extrinsic: doped with impurity atoms

Band structure
Si (1.1 eV)
Ge (0.7 eV)
GaAs (IIIA-VA)
InSb (IIIA-VA)
CdS (IIB-VIA)
ZnTe (IIB-VIA)

We have electrons as carriers in metals and “electrons” and ‘holes’ as carriers 
in semiconductors



•  Data for Pure Silicon:
--σ increases with T
--opposite to metals   σundoped ∝ e

−Egap /kT

electrons
can cross
gap at
higher T

material
Si
Ge
GaP
CdS

band gap (eV)
1.11
0.67
2.25
2.40

Adapted from Fig. 19.15, Callister 5e.  (Fig. 19.15 
adapted from G.L. Pearson and J. Bardeen, Phys. Rev. 
75, p. 865, 1949.)

12.10 Intrinsic Semiconduction

gap)AT,R(V,
l=σ
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•  Intrinsic conductivity:

  σ = ne µe + p e µh
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# electrons/m3 electron mobility

# holes/m 3

hole mobility

•  Concept of electrons and holes:

Adapted from Fig. 18.10, 
Callister 6e.

CONDUCTION IN TERMS OF 
ELECTRON AND HOLE MIGRATION

+ +--
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•  Intrinsic:
# electrons = # holes (n = p)
--case for pure Si

•  Extrinsic:
--n ≠ p
--impurities are added with different

# valence electrons than the host (e.g., Si atoms)

•  N-type Extrinsic: (n >> p) •  P-type Extrinsic: (p >> n)

  σ ≈ n e µe   σ ≈ p e µh

no applied 
electric field

5+

4+ 4+ 4+ 4+

4+

4+4+4+4+

4+ 4+

Phosphorus atom

no applied 
electric field

Boron atom

valence 
electron

Si atom

conduction 
electron

hole

3+

4+ 4+ 4+ 4+

4+

4+4+4+4+

4+ 4+

12.11 EXTRINSIC CONDUCTION
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n-type extrinsic semiconductor

  σ ≈ n e µe
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p-type extrinsic semiconductor

  σ ≈ p e µh
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p-type extrinsic semiconductor
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•  Data for Doped Silicon:
--σ increases with doping.

: Doped atoms insert electrons or holes 
which have a very low barrier

Adapted from Fig. 19.15, Callister 5e.  (Fig. 19.15 
adapted from G.L. Pearson and J. Bardeen, Phys. Rev. 
75, p. 865, 1949.)

•  Comparison: intrinsic vs
extrinsic conduction...

--extrinsic doping level:
1021/m3 of a n-type donor
impurity (such as P).

--for T < 100K: "freeze-out"
thermal energy insufficient to
excite electrons.

--for 150K < T < 450K: "extrinsic"
--for T >> 450K:  "intrinsic"

Adapted from Fig. 
18.16, Callister 6e.  
(Fig. 18.16 from S.M. 
Sze, Semiconductor 
Devices, Physics, and 
Technology, Bell 
Telephone 
Laboratories, Inc., 
1985.)

12.12 Temperature dependence of carrier concentration
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Intrinsic carrier increases rapidly 
with temperature
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n-type silicon
1021/m3



12.13 Factors that affect carrier mobility

Influence of dopant content

Conductivity (resistivity) depends on
Electron and/or hole concentration
Charge carriers’ mobilities
Crystalline defects
Thermal vibrations
Impurity atoms



Influence of temperature
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12.14 The Hall Effect

d
BIRV zxH

H =

How we can determine the type of carriers?
Use magnetic fields
The Hall voltage

The Hall coefficient

ne
RH

1
=

nee
σµ = σµ He R=



12.15 Semiconductor Devices

Diodes
Transistors
Logical gates
Integrated circuits (IC)
Microprocessors (MP) and memories
Field programmable gate arrays (FPGA)
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p-n rectifying junction
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p-n rectifying junction

Flow of electrons in one direction only
convert alternating current to direct current

Processing: diffuse P into one side of a B-
doped crystal.

•  Results:
--No applied potential, no net current flow. --
Forward bias:  carriers flow through p-type and  
n-type regions; holes and electrons recombine at 
p-n junction; current flows.

--Reverse bias:  carrier
flow away from p-n junction;
carrier conc. greatly reduced
at junction; little current flow.
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The Junction Transistor
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The Junction Transistor
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The MOSFET
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SEM of a CPU
2000x

Optical 
photomicrograph
50x

Microelectronic circuitry



III. Electrical Conduction in Ionic Ceramics/Polymers
Insulating materials at room T
Large band gap grater than 2 eV
Insulators



12.16 Conduction in Ionic Materials

ionicelectronic ρρρ +=

kT
eDn II

I =µ



12.17 Electrical properties of polymers

Usually poor conductors of electricity
Mechanism not well-understood
Conduction in polymers of high purity is electronic

Conducting Polymers
Conductivities of 1.5x107 (Ω-m)-1

Even polyacetylene
Due to alternating single-double bonds



IV. Dielectric Behavior

Dielectric material
Electric dipole structure
Charge separation

12.18 CAPACITANCE

V
QC =

l
AC ε=

o
r ε

εε =

Do = εoE

Do = εoE  + P

εo= permittivity of vacuum
= 8.85x10-12 F/m

l
AC oε=
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12.19 Field vectors and polarization

p = qd

Surface charge density or 
dielectric displacement (C/m2)

Do = εoE

For the dielectric case
D= εE



P= εo(εr – 1)E

Do = εoE  + P      where P is the polarization (C/m2)
or total dipole moment per unit of volume of the dielectric
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12.20  Types of polarization
Alignment of  permanent or induced atomic or molecular dipole 
moments with an externally applied electric field due to

electronic: charge separation in atoms
ionic:  displacement of cations and anions, pi = qdi
orientation:  permanent dipole moments

Total polarization

P = Pe + Pi + Po
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Orientation polarization

Ionic polarization

Electronic Polarization



Response to alternating fields

12.21 Frequency Dependence of the dielectric constant

Reorientation time --- relaxation frequency



Substance Dielectric Strength (MV/m)
Air 3     
Quartz 8
Strontium titanate 8
Neoprene rubber 12
Nylon 14
Pyrex glass 14
Silicone oil 15
Paper 16
Bakelite 24
Polystyrene 24
Teflon 60

12.22 Dielectric Strength
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Frequency dependence of the dielectric constant
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12.24 FERROELECTRICITY

V. Other electrical 
characteristics of materials
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12.25 PIEZOELECTRICITY
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•  Electrical conductivity and resistivity are:
--material parameters.
--geometry independent but not at small scale (nano)

•  Electrical resistance is:
--a geometry and material dependent parameter.

•  Conductors, semiconductors, and insulators...
--different in whether there are accessible energy

states for conductance electrons.
•  For metals, conductivity is increased by

--reducing deformation
--reducing imperfections
--decreasing temperature.

•  For pure semiconductors, conductivity is increased by
--increasing temperature
--doping (e.g., adding B to Si (p-type) or P to Si (n-type).

SUMMARY





    

 

fraction =  
εr (low) − εr (high)

εr (low)

  

 

=  6.9 − 2.3
6.9

=  0.67

Frequency Dependence of the Dielectric Constant
The dielectric constant for a soda–lime glass measured at very high 

frequencies (on the order of 1015 Hz) is approximately 2.3.  What fraction of the dielectric 
constant at relatively low frequencies (1 MHz) is attributed to ionic polarization?  Neglect any 
orientation polarization contributions.

Solution
For this soda-lime glass, in order to compute the fraction of the dielectric 

constant at low frequencies that is attributed to ionic polarization, we must determine the εr
within this low-frequency regime; such is tabulated in Table 12.5, and at 1 MHz its value is 6.9.  
Thus, this fraction is just



(a) For each of the three types of polarization, briefly describe the mechanism
by which dipoles are induced and/or oriented by the action of an applied
electric field.

(b) For gaseous argon, solid LiF, liquid H2O, and solid Si, what kind(s) of
polarization is (are) possible? Why?

Solution:
(a) For electronic polarization, the electric field causes a net displacement of
the center of the negatively charged electron cloud relative to the positive
nucleus. With ionic polarization, the cations and anions are displaced in
opposite directions as a result of the application of an electric field. Orientation
polarization is found in substances that possess permanent dipole moments;
these dipole moments become aligned in the direction of the electric field.
(b) Only electronic polarization is to be found in gaseous argon; being an inert
gas, its atoms will not be ionized nor possess permanent dipole moments.
Both electronic and ionic polarizations will be found in solid LiF, since it is
strongly ionic. In all probability, no permanent dipole moments will be found in
this material. Both electronic and orientation polarizations are found in liquid
H2O. The H2O molecules have permanent dipole moments that are easily
oriented in the liquid state. Only electronic polarization is to be found in solid Si;
this material does not have molecules with permanent dipole moments, nor is it
an ionic material.



Field Vectors and Polarization: Types of Polarization

The polarization P of a dielectric material positioned within a parallel-plate capacitor is to 
be 4x10-6 C/m2

(a) What must be the dielectric constant if an electric field of 105 V/m is applied?
(b) What will be the dielectric displacement D?

Solution

(a) In order to solve for the dielectric constant (from 12.32)

(b) Using 12.31





    

 

Bz =
VHd
RHI x

=
VH σd
I xµe

  

 

=  
−3.5 × 10−7 V( )1.2 × 107 (Ω − m)−1[ ](35 × 10−3 m)

(40 A)(0.0050 m2 /V - s)

The Hall Effect
Some metal alloy is known to have electrical conductivity and electron mobility values 
of 1.2 × 107 (Ω-m)–1 and 0.0050 m2/V-s, respectively.  Through a specimen of this 
alloy that is 35 mm thick is passed a current of 40 A.  What magnetic field would need 
to be imposed to yield a Hall voltage of –3.5 × 10–7 V?

Solution
In this problem we are asked to determine the magnetic field required to 

produce a Hall voltage of    -3.5 × 10-7 V, given that σ = 1.2 × 107 (Ω-m)-1, µe = 0.0050 
m2/V-s, Ix = 40 A, and d = 35 mm.  Combining Equations 12.18 and 12.20b, and after 
solving for Bz, we get

= 0.74 tesla
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